
Sermon:  Cause for complaint 

I imagine that, like me, you sometimes have a good grumble,  and sometimes we 

would have to admit that our grumbling is more to do with not getting our own way 

than with anything else. For example, Travel Companies routinely these days ask 

customers for feedback after their holidays, including anything they weren’t satisfied 

with. Among the most ridiculous complaints was a woman who had just been to 

India, who wrote “I was disgusted to find that almost every restaurant served curry. I 

don’t like spicy food”. Another person said they thought the Mona Lisa was too 

small, and yet another complained that the Great Wall of China was “too long and 

rather old”. My favourite, however, is the disgruntled lady who wrote: “my fiancé 

and I specifically booked a twin-bedded room, but we were placed in a double. I am 

now pregnant.” 

We may laugh at the absurdity of those, which sound more like childish fits of 

tantrum than anything else, but sometimes we have just cause to complain about a 

situation. And sometimes, we may be so incensed by a situation that seems so unfair 

on people that we are tempted to direct our grumbling at God. For example, why did 

that person recover and that person not recover ? I prayed for both of them.  Why 

does that utterly unscrupulous man seem to get away with everything and seems 

problem-free, while that totally deserving person over there just seems to have 

nothing but bad luck ?  We certainly shouldn’t feel ashamed of being angry at  

injustice, nor at directing  our questions and frustrations at God himself. The Bible is 

full of people of great faith who did just that. When the Psalmist asked “How long, 

Lord ? Will you forget me for ever ?”, you can almost detect a kind of angry sarcasm. 

And when he said “The wicked have no struggles, their bodies are healthy and 

strong”, the implicit question is, ‘Why are you letting this happen ?’. Moses was quite 

bitter at one stage, pointing out to  God that the Israelites’ situation had clearly only 

gone from bad to worse since he’d arrived, supposedly sent by God to help them.  

And Martha clearly felt utterly let down by Jesus when he didn’t come immediately 

as her brother lay dying. In both today’s readings, in Jonah’s complaint and the 

parable of the vineyard workers, we have examples of complaints directed at God. 

But in both these examples, the cause of the complaint is that God has been unfairly 

generous.  

If ever we want to express this  kind of anger at unfairness, even directly to God, let’s 

remember we are in extremely good company.  

But, in both these episodes, God does give an answer. It is not an angry answer, but 

neither is it apologetic. The Jonah passage is one I will leave you to check out for 

yourselves. And on reading it, we can maybe see why Jonah felt as he did, but we’d 

have to admit that God’s answer is an extremely reasonable one. But when we read 



the parable of the vineyard workers, everything in us just screams “This is unfair !” 

The men who had worked for one hour get exactly the same wage as those who had 

been working in the grape harvest for 10 hours. This is hardly a blueprint for 

harmonious industrial relations.  I’ve actually been worked at a grape harvest in  

France, and it is back-breaking work. But the point is, Jesus is deliberately provoking 

our justified indignation. He is winding his listeners’ up.  I actually think he might 

even have rather enjoyed telling this parable, as he adds extra details to make the 

situation sound  even more outrageous: the men who had worked only one hour got 

their pay first, those who had worked all day had to wait at the back of the queue. 

They maybe got home half an hour later. Jesus is trying to provoke his listeners.  

BUT the wage given to those who worked all day was a decent wage. Some 

commentators say that it was the going rate, others that it was slightly above the 

going rate. But it was not a bad wage. And these hired labourers who stood around 

waiting to be taken on, they lived an extremely precarious existence. They were 

grateful to get a day’s work. On days when they didn’t, there may have been nothing 

to feed the family that evening.  

It’s not that they were treated badly at all. The problem is that the others were 

treated outrageously generously. They didn’t receive a wage that reflected their 

work: they were given an unexpected, unbelievable generous gift.  

The message to Jesus’s listeners, including us, is that in the end, what God gives is 

not pay, it’s not a wage, it is a gift. That when we meet him face to face, the welcome 

will be out of all proportion to anything useful we might have contributed in our 

lifetime. He won’t tot up the good and the bad we have done, feed it into the divine 

calculator, and let us know our fate. It is not a reward, but a grace.  

I wonder how the workers who’d only put in one hour felt when the foreman placed 

a full day’s pay into their hands. Certainly astonishment. For some, maybe relief, that 

there would be food on the table that evening. Maybe even: there’s got to be some 

mistake. But in the end, probably just sheer gratitude. In the same way, because this 

parable is about us,  I wonder what our response is, when we realise it’s not pay, it’s 

a gift. 

God is never less than generous. But in our standing before him, he is regularly, 

shockingly more than generous.  


